Humanitarian Update #66

as of August 31, 2023
UCCA purchases a minivan for our defenders on the frontlines
UCCA Continues procuring and delivering drones...

2 UCCA-funded drones were delivered by Brett Velecovich, drone expert and consultant to UCCA to Deputy Governor of Rivne for their units on the frontlines
And additional UCCA-funded FPV drones reach Ukraine’s freedom fighters
Thanks to a generous donation from CUF, UCCA partnered with Ukraine Protection and Development Fund to procure and deliver Water cannisters to villages in the Kherson Oblast – to help deliver/store water from the newly installed well pumps.
UCCA purchases KrovoSpac (stop the bleed hemostatic gauzes) a vital life-saving component of IFAKs and delivers 1,500 units to one of our partners - Operation White Stork
UCCA purchases and distributes Humanitarian aid – including IFAKs, tourniquets & medical supplies
#SupportUkraine

For 19 months UCCA has been raising funds and soliciting in-kind contributions to aid our brethren in Ukraine. To date, we have delivered over $36 million worth of assistance thanks to YOUR support.

UCCA has launched a new Fundraising drive to raise money for the purchase of much-needed drones. Every month, Ukraine uses about 10,000 drones of different types. Through your charitable contributions, the #DroneFund will help UCCA supply the defenders in Ukraine with modern drones and equipment to counter the invasion. Please visit: https://www.mightycause.com/story/Uccadronefund

UCCA is also helping to launch a new initiative with Rachael Ray and DelBrenna Jewerly, the WEAR HOPE jewelry collection, whereby 55% of the proceeds will go directly to support Ukraine’s Unbroken National Rehabilitation Center. To purchase your beautiful necklace please visit: https://delbrenna.com/pages/rachaelray-delbrenna

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support!